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Background: The Non-Structural (NS) genomic segment of influenza A virus expresses two proteins
(NS1 and NS2) responsible for virulence and pathogenicity. Here, we characterize the NS gene of
H1N1 influenza viruses isolated from Iranian patients during the 2015 and 2017 outbreaks.
Materials and Methods: Influenza A positive specimens with high viral load were selected for
virus amplification on MDCK (Madin-Darby Canine Kidney) cells to obtain sufficient viral RNA
for RT-PCR. The NS segments were amplified and sequenced from randomly selected samples.
Genetic characterization, phylogenetic, and protein modeling analyses were carried out using Bioedit,
MEGA7 software, and Muster, Modweb, Modfold, Tm-align web servers. Reference sequences from
other geographic regions were available on GenBank.
Results: Phylogenetic analysis on the NS gene of A/H1N1 isolates revealed that all Iranian isolates,
except the A/Tehran/SMO08/2015, were close to strains from Continental countries of Asia and North
America, with 99% identity. Meanwhile the mentioned exception was clustered with some strains
from Iran, Kazakhstan, Myanmar, Turkmenistan, and Jordan. Overall six substitutions were observed
through the deduced Iranian NS1 and NS2 amino acid sequences. One of the mutations (the E96D
mutation from the isolate A/Tehran/A7106/2017) was first observed in the present project. Prediction
of three-dimensional structure of the Iranian NS1 and NS2 proteins in comparison with counterpart
references available in PDB showed a slight deviation in the functional domains. However, the high
similarity of the Iranian NS gene with those from other countries indicate no significant changes in the
molecular features of the NS genes.
Conclusion: The severity of the symptoms does not seem to be caused by the observed mutations.
Molecular analysis of other alleles is needed to explain the high pathogenic feature of the 2015 isolates.

Introduction
nfluenza viruses are responsible for acute respiratory infection, being a source of seasonal epidemics and occasional pandemics [1].

Influenza A viruses are enveloped viruses of the family Orthomyxoviridae. They are further classified into
subtypes depending upon their surface glycoproteins,
Haemagglutinin (HA) and Neuraminidase (NA). Influenza A viruses contain a single-stranded, negative-sense,
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segmented RNA genome consisting of eight segments
that encode 11 known proteins [2, 3]. To restrict virus
proliferation, virus-infected cells usually mount a potent
and diverse antiviral response. Thus, to survive in nature,
influenza A viruses has evolved multiple mechanisms to
circumvent these defenses. Some strategies are strainspecific, such as increased replication speed or decreased
sensitivity to host-cell antiviral effectors [4, 5].
Segment 8 of influenza A (H1N1) encodes two proteins:
NS1 (nonstructural) protein and NS2 or NEP (nuclear export protein) by alternative splicing. The mRNAs of both
proteins share 56 nucleotides at the 5' end, resulting in
both proteins sharing 10 amino acids at N-terminal. NS1
protein is encoded by the collinear mRNA from segment
8 of the influenza virus genome and has a strain specific
length ranging from 230-237 amino acid residues. The
NS1 protein comprises two functional domains: the Nterminal (amino acids 1 to 73) RNA-Binding Domain
(RBD) and the C-terminal (amino acids 74 to 230/237)
Effector Domain (ED), which binds several cellular proteins and is proposed to bind nuclear proteins to carry out
NS1 functions in vivo [6, 7].
NS1 is a multifunctional protein involved in various
functions of regulating immune responses. It functions as an Interferon (IFN) antagonist, which allows
efficient virus replication in IFN-competent hosts by
targeting both IFN/α/β production and the activation
of IFN-induced antiviral genes [8]. NS1 binds directly
to the regulatory subunit of Protein Kinase R (PKR),
regulating the effectors of IFN response and controlling apoptosis, cell growth, cell proliferation, cytokine

production, and signaling [9]. In addition, NS1 protein
is also involved in inhibiting 3' end processing of host
mRNA by binding to CPSF30 (cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor 30) and PABPN1 (poly (A)
binding protein nuclear 1) [9].
Considering the important role of NS proteins to surpass the cellular innate immune response, regulate influenza virus transcription and replication, and act as a
virulence determinant in influenza infection, we characterized the NS gene segments of influenza A (H1N1)
viruses randomly isolated from Iranian patients during
the 2015 deadly flu outbreak and the 2017 seasonal outbreak. The analyses performed were phylogenetic topology, genetic clustering, pairwise amino acid variations
and 3D protein structural modeling.

Materials and Methods
Clinical case definition and Virus isolation
Influenza viruses were isolated by standard methods
from nasal swabs of patients with clinical symptoms at
the Pasteur Institute of Iran, during fall and winter of
2015 and 2017. The samples had been tested by a realtime RT-PCR assay for detection and subtype identification. High titer H1N1 samples were randomly selected
and propagated on MDCK (Madin-Darby Canine Kidney) cells.
Amplification and sequencing of the NS gene
Viral RNA was extracted from 200 μL of the cell culture supernatant for each sample using the “High pure

Table 1. Primers sequences used for amplification and sequencing of the NS full length fragment
Property

Direction

5′ – AGCAAAAGCAGGGTGACAAA - 3′

Forward

5′ –AGTAGAAACAAGGGTGTTTT - 3′

Reverse

Table 2. PCR parameters
Number of Cycles

30 Cycles

2

Step

Temperature°C

Time

Initial denaturation

94

2 min

Denaturation

94

15 sec

Annealing

50

30 sec

Extension

68

50 sec

Final extension

68

50 sec

Hold

4

10 min
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viral RNA kit” (Roche, Germany) and eluted in 20 μL
DEPC treated water. Specific primers for amplification
of the target sequence (890 nt of NS segment), were designed by E. Hoffman et al. (Table 1) [10]. The primers
were controlled with the Gene Runner software.
The PCR reaction was carried out according to Table
2. PCR products were gel-purified using GF-1 PCR
Clean-up Kit (Vivantis, Malaysia) based on manufacturer’s instruction and subjected to sequencing at the Sequence Laboratories of First Base company, Malaysia.
The sequences were edited and assembled in Chromas
Lite version 2.5.1 (Technelysium Pty Ltd., Unit 406, 8
Cordelia St., South Brisbane QLD 4101, Australia) and
CLC sequence viewer V.6.7. The nucleotide sequences
of all samples were deposited in the GenBank database
under the accession numbers shown in Table 3.
Multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic
analysis
Evolutionary analyses based on NS1 gene sequence
was carried out by including the globally representative A/H1N1pdm09 sequence from the NCBI Influenza Resource Database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
genomes/FLU). All NS gene sequences were aligned
using the ClustalW alignment tool in the Bioedit software v. 7.2.5. Phylogenetic trees were constructed by
the Neighbor-joining method [11] inferred based on the

best fit nucleotide substitution model for the NS genes as
implemented in MEGA 7.0.
3D protein structure modeling and superimposition
Modeling the 3D structure of the NS1 and NS2 proteins was done using the Modweb (https://modbase.
compbio.ucsf.edu/modweb) server [12]. Previously
published structures of the NS1 effector domain (PDBID 3M5R) and of the NS2 (PDBID 1PD3) were selected as templates for comparative modeling. Each
model was validated using the Modfold (http://www.
reading.ac.uk/bioinf/ModFOLD/ModFOLD6_form.
html) server [13]. In order to investigate the structural
changes in the NS proteins from the Iranian isolates
compared to the templates, superimposition or structural alignment was performed using the Tm-align server
(https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/TM-align/).
The RMSD was calculated in Chimera 1.8.1 software.

Results
Virus samples from different patients have the expected 890-bp amplicons, and no signal was observed in the
blank negative control (lane 11), indicating the absence
of contamination and a successful RT-PCR procedure
(Figure 1).

Table 3. influenza isolates from this study submitted to GenBank
Number

Strain

Accession Numbers

1

A/Tehran/A7109/2017

MG663092.1

2

A/Tehran/A7108/2017

MG663091.1

3

A/Tehran/A7107/2017

MG663090.1

4

A/Tehran/A7106/2017

MG663089.1

5

A/Tehran/A7105/2017

MG663088.1

6

A/Tehran/A7104/2017

MG663087.1

7

A/Tehran/A7103/2017

MG663086.1

8

A/Tehran/A7101/2017

MG663085.1

9

A/Tehran/Smo06/2015

MG669373.1

10

A/Tehran/Smo07/2015

MG669374.1

11

A/Tehran/Smo08/2015

MG669375.1

12

A/Tehran/Smo09/2015

MG669376.1
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Figure 1. Agarose gel electrophoresis of the NS gene amplification
It shows the 890-bp amplicons from different patient samples. Lanes 1-10 positive samples; lane 11 blank negative control.
Molecular weight marker: GeneRuler DNA ladder mix #SM0313

The phylogenetic tree sproduced based on NS nucleotide and amino acid sequences suggest familiarity between all 12 NS sequences, including references (Figures 2 to 5). Results at both level of nucleic acid and
amino acid revealed that all the subjected Iranian isolates
from 2015 and 2017 outbreaks, except the A/Tehran/

SMO08/2015, were close to strains from Continental
countries of Asia: (A/Tehran/1002/2016), Jeddah) A/
Jedah/2077/2015 ), India (A/India/Blora/2010)) as well
as (A/Linkou/0046/2016) and (A/New York/01/2015)
and (A/keelung/0039/2016) and (A/Passo Fando/LACENRS-1138/2016), with 99% identity. Meanwhile,

Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree of the NS1 gene of influenza A (H1N1) viruses using the neighbor-joining method
The vaccine strain [NC_026434.1/California/2009], the Iranian samples and the out-group strain (PR8) relevant to this study
are highlighted by green and blue and red signs, respectively
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0.002

Figure 3. Phylogenetic tree of the NS1 proteins using the neighbor-joining method
The vaccine strain [NC_026434.1/California/2009], the Iranian samples and the out-group strain (PR8) relevant to this study
are highlighted by green and blue and red signs, respectively.

Figure 4. Phylogenetic tree of the NS2 gene of influenza A (H1N1) viruses using the neighbor-joining method
The vaccine strain [NC_026434.1/California/2009], the Iranian samples and the out-group strain (PR8) relevant to this study
are highlighted by green and blue and red signs, respectively
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree of the NS2 proteins
The trees were constructed using neighbor joining method; The vaccine strain [NC_026434.1/California/2009], the Iranian
samples and the out-group strain (PR8) relevant to this study are highlighted by green and blue and red signs, respectively

the exception was clustered with some strains from Iran
and other Asian countries, such as Kazakhstan (A/Bishkek/03/2009) and Iran (A/Shiraz/14/2010, A/Jammu and
Kashmir/021/2010, and A/Bishkek/03/2009).
In general, six substitutions were observed through
the deduced Iranian NS1 and NS2 amino acid sequences (Table 4). One of the mutations (the E96D from the

isolate A/Tehran/A7106/2017) was observed for the
first time in this study. Prediction of three-dimensional
structure of the Iranian NS1 and NS2 proteins in comparison with their counterpart references available in
PDB showed a slight deviation in the functional domains (Figure 6 & Figure 7).

Table 4. Observed mutations among NS1 and NS2 amino acid sequences

6

NS1/NS2

Sequence

Mutations

E125D

All seq except A/Tehran/Smo08/2015

NS1

M83I

All seq except A/Tehran/Smo08/2015

NS2

L90I

All seq except A/Tehran/Smo08/2015

NS1

I123V

All seq

NS1

N205S

All seq except A/Tehran/Smo08/2015

NS1

E96D

Only
A/Tehran/A7106/2017

NS1
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Figure 6. Superimposition of the NS1 proteins from the
study (blue) and the template (red)

Figure 7. Superimposition of the NS2 proteins from this
study (blue) and the template (red)

Yellow arrows indicate the site of slight structural difference
(RMSD: 0.448 Å)

The RMSD value shows the structural difference between
proteins NS2 and the template (RMSD: 0.615 Å)

Discussion

pdm09 viruses from 2010-2012 onwards and it seems to
be stabilized as a feature [1].

Influenza A viruses are known to cause severe acute
respiratory tract infections and represent a significant
public health threat [14]. The influenza A/H1N1 virus
caused pandemic flu in 2009 and is still circulating during the winter season in many countries [15]. The prevalence and influenza activity is monitored annually in Iran
[16]. The use of viral genome sequence information and
phylogenetic trees are often used to understand the evolution relationship, origin and spread of viruses.
The NS protein along with viral polymerase protein 2
and hemagglutinin are known to contribute to the virulence and host range restriction of influenza viruses. NS1
is considered a highly conserved influenza A gene; however, the species-specific evolution has been reported. In
this study, the entire NS gene (encoding NS1 and NS2
proteins) sequencing was carried out on eleven influenza
A (H1N1) samples from Iranian patients during the 2015
deadly flu outbreak and the 2017 seasonal outbreak. NS1
protein is functionally divided into two domains: the
RBD (residues 1-73) and ED (residues 74-230).
Sequencing analysis from the NS1 gene reveal the
RBD is more conserved compared to the ED. The ED
is involved in interactions with the host factors, associated with cell signaling and immune response. The appearance of three mutations L90I, I123V, and N205S in
ED has been observed in the most circulating A(H1N1)

Res Mol Med, May 2019; 7(2):1-8

It has been proven that L90I substitution in ED increases the virus replication power. Based on the deduced
amino acid sequence, every sample from this study,
except for the “A/Tehran/Smo08/2015”, showed the
I123V mutation in the ED. These mutations have been
also reported in India during 2009-2013 [1]. E125D in
NS1 is known to be one of the key substitutions involved
in shutdown of host mRNA transport, restoring inherent
disability of A(H1N1) pdm09 virus to efficiently control
human cell gene expression. NS1 of all seasonal human
influenza viruses (H1N1 and H3N2) contains D125 that
interacts with cellular cleavage and polyadenylation factor 30 (CPSF30). Interaction with CPSF30 is absent in
most animal-adapted strains. E125D as well as M83I
substitution in the NEP protein were reported in the beginning of the 2015 epidemic season in Moscow and
Saint Petersburg [14]. “A/Tehran/Smo08/2015” is also
different from other Iranian samples by having E125D
and M83I substitutions (Table 3).
As a conclusion, in terms of NS molecular features,
almost all samples from this study (2015 and 2017)
showed similar pattern of changes as observed in other
geographical regions, although 2015 epidemic season
in Iran was characterized by rapid increase of influenza, acute respiratory infection with high morbidity rate.
None of mutations associated with increased virulence,
such as R38, F103, and M106, were observed. Further
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studies on other genomic segments along with experimental proof are needed to understand the possible link
between transmissibility or virulence.
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